Effect of Annealing Temperature on Morphological and Optical Transition of Silver Nanoparticles on c-Plane Sapphire.
As a promising candidate for the improved performance, silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have been successfully adapted in various applications such as photovoltaics, light emitting diodes (LEDs), sensors and catalysis by taking the advantage of their controllable plasmonic properties. In this paper, the control on the morphologies and optical properties of Ag NPs on c-plane sapphire (0001) is demonstrated by the systematic control of annealing temperature (between 200 and 950 °C) with 20 and 6 nm thick Ag films through the solid state dewetting. With the relatively thicker film of 20 nm, various configuration and size of Ag NPs are fabricated such as irregular, round dome-shaped and tiny Ag NPs depending on the annealing temperature. In a shrill contrast, the 6 nm Ag set exhibits a sharp distinction with the formation of densely packed small NPs and ultra-highly dense tiny Ag NPs due to the higher dewetting rate. While, the surface diffusion assumes the main driving force in the evolution process of Ag NP morphologies up to 550 °C, the sublimation of Ag atoms has played a significant role on top on the surface diffusion between 600 and 950 °C. The reflectance spectra of Ag NPs exhibit the quadrupolar resonance and dipolar resonance peaks, and the evolution of peaks, shift and average reflectance were discussed based on the Ag NPs size and surface coverage. In particular, the dipolar resonance peak in the reflectance spectra red shifts from ~475 to ~570 nm due to the size increment of Ag NPs (38.31 to 74.68 nm). The wide surface coverage of Ag NPs exhibits the highest average reflectance (~27%) and the lowest Raman intensity.